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Manchester women are producing
a regular bulletin and specific
women are specialising in differ
ent areas of the Pacific. Camp
About 350 people took part in the
aigns were identified, including
red action blockade at Faslane BP’s involvement in mining in
the first of the rainbow action
Aboriginal land, medical aid to
the people of Rongelap, recently
ongst those who were arrested
relocated from their radio-activewas one woman who splashed in
a puddle near a policeman. (Anarch contaminated island, and co-ordin
ated protest over French nuclear
ists with big feet, watch out’.)
testing. Info: Bristol NFIP, 82
The police response was ’’incred
Colston St. Bristol.
ibly violent” at the southern gate
blockade. The local SPG unit
from Glasgow - the ’V’ unit was
used. People were kicked, punch
ed and thrown over the sea wallUnpasturised milk, 'raw'milk is
a seven foot drop. Once arrested
being banned from all but farm gate
many women experienced a lot of
sales. Many think the heat treatment
ill-treatment, strip searches by
of pasturisation devalues the milk.
men in front of other policemen,
The Soil Association reports that
intimidation and some women
rats fed on untreated milk have a
were not even allowed sanitary
higher haemoglobin count. Heating
towels. All this seems to have been also reduces vitamins. But govern
been on direct orders from the
ment thinks it knows best. Green
Chief Constable.
top is out.

FAS LANE.

GREEN TOP MILK.

nuclear-free
PACIFIC.
The first national women's con
ference to support a nuclear-free
and independant Pacific (NFIP)
was held in Bristol in November
and attracted 70 women from Eng
land, Scotland and Wales. It firm
ly established the NFIP network
in this country.
As well as 3 exhibitions, 13 videos
and a variety of printed resources,
the conference looked at the
issues, including racism, in depth,
and produced a variety of action
commit: ents.
M

Michael Davies (a GA subscriber)
is being held in a prison psychi
atric hospital, Park Lane, (where
Brady, the moors murderer is
now kept). Liverpool DAM write:
"Michael Davies has been inside
now for nearly two years and at
the moment he and his visitors
are being subject to harassment
at the hands of the prison
'nurses'. After two visits we,
ie. anarchists, had been banned
from visiting Michael because
we had been deemed subversive.
We had been told that the only
way to get a visit is by getting a
letter from his psychiatrist whom
we have written to and tried to
contact over the phone but Dr.

Ghosh is going home to India for
a holiday. Write to Michael
Davies. He'd like that.” Elliot
Ward, Park Lane Hospital, Park
Lane, Maghull, Liverpool. L31. ”

NORWICH
AFTERMATH.
R.E. Sist writes: "The whole in
cident (smoke bombs, paint
bombs, smashed windows,) took
only a few minutes before every
one had quickly dispersed. But a
couple of citizens arrests were
made. That was bad, bad news.
After intense interrogation all
24 people who were involved
were arrested. So what had
seemed a successful protest beca
cells were filled and the CID had
a field day putting people through
hell until breaking point until
every last detail had been gather
ed. They're going to come down
on us like a ton of bricks.
However at least we’ve shown
those fools that we won't fuckin'
stand by and let them grind us
further down into their shit.
Please support us with benefit
gigs etc. The fines are going to
be heavy.”
Contact: R. E. Sist. c/o The
Greenhouse, 48 Bethel St. Nor
wich. Norfolk. NR21NR.
M

BIRMINGHAM 8.
On their to Birmingham 'Stop
the City’ they were stopped by
the police. "All they found was a
bag containing a pot of paint and
some glue. Originally they were
charged with going equipped to
cause criminal damage, but then
the police changed it to the much
more serious charge of conspir
acy. If the 8 are found guilty, this
will mean to conspire to cause a
public nuisance you need only to
travel with others to a demo
where anything like this might
happen. The case is heard on
Dec 2nd in Birmingham.
Contact: Box Birmingham 8.
84b. Whitechapel High St. London
El.

Kuldip Dhoot, one of the founder
members of the Oxford Green
Anarchist group has been senten
ced to 2| years in prison for poss
ession of an unlicenced pistol. He
was caught practicing on a target
in the local railway sidings.

Printed by Dot Press
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The enemies of the people are those who know what people• need■

STONEHENGE FESTIVALS &'86. HEROIN.
DOPE. ’THE BIGGEST BASTARD'poster.
PROUDHON.
______
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TREE DEATHS
Nitrogen oxide or sulphur
dioxide?

AAARCH 1ST
t

It is clear that the National Trust
and English Heritage were seri
ously embarassed by police brut
ality at Stonehenge last year,
and are trying to avoid a repittiion by offering a site for a fest
ival for as short a time as poss
ible and as far away from Stone
henge as possible. Suggestions
for a one day ritual at Stonehenge,
entry by ticket, have been reject
ed. Negotiations are continuing.

19. Magdalen Road,
Oxford, 0X4 1RP.
Tel. Watford, 0923- 54041.
Subscriptions. £5.00. for
10 issues. £2. 50 for 5.
Overseas subscriptions:
£6.00 for 10 issues.
Bulk orders. 10 copies: £3.50.
Small Ads. 6p. per word.
Deadline. The copy date for
articles, letter, news, photos,
and small ads is the 10th of
the previous month.

Two camera-ready pieces came
in, by Ann Archy from Colchester
and Jill Robson from Nottingham.
Thanks very much. Any other
offers?

small ads.
THE AMBASSADOR OR INFIL
TRATOR? Magazine. Issue 3.
Articles, interviews, poems etc.
20p.+SAE. from: Harry, 173
Vernon Road, Aylestone, Leicest
er. LE28GG.
CO-OPERATIVE DISTRIBUTION:
ECOLOGY, PEACE, ANARCHISM
etc. Records, tapes, magazines.
An alternative to the consumerist
ethic. Brian/Paul. Box 13,
59.Cookridge St. Leeds2.W. Yorks.

„ ANIMALS CAMPAIGNER;
Animal Rights magazine, Sub
scription: 4issues £2.00. Sample
current issue:55p. (all chques
payable to Horsham Animal Rights
Group) from Trevor King, 97.Oak
hill Rd.Horsham, W. Sussex.
R13 5LH.
18 year.old student seeks people
into anarchy and animal rights for
Protest and friendship. Write to:
Gary Bottrill, 31.Chichester Rd.
Leytonstone, London.Ell 3LR.
'Green Anarchist' envelope stick
ers: £1.25 incp+p for 100.
Flyposters: 'Fradulent Cold War’,
'The Triangle of Corruption',
'The Biggest Bastard’ £1.40 for
10 inc p+p.
Green Anarchist badges, black on
Day-glo green, 1", 10 for £1.70
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The sympathy roused by the circus produced
by the sort of pop and spectacle culture is
symptomatic of our shallow cultural basis.
The basis is a financial economy with distort
ed values that produce these periodic crises
out of the rumbling malnutrition that is going
on all the time.
It is clear that anarchists have to persuade
people that it is possible to regain control,
that logistics of feeding, clothing and hous
ing people are relatively simple. Common
ownership without common control is a myth
that has dogged progressive thought. Area
self-sufficiency knows that care of the envir
onment, its beauty and fecundity, is part of
this. To do this the collective consciousness
has to be raised, now, particularly among
those who are seeking to change society, re
placing monetary relationships with barter.
Too many anarchists have been conned into
thinking that individualism which capitalism
nurtures avidly, is an important constituent
of anarchist thought, whereas the individual
is a result of the ability to mutually and
collectively provide, in free association, the
firm basis of our mutual needs. This will
reflect our varied situations and recover
some of the rich and varied culture that is
being lost in the media and financially motiv
ated culture that threatens to swamp the
world.
So anarchists must come out of their little
boxes, where those in power want everyone,
co-operate on as many levels as possible,
start to create the climate for change, with
the strength of co-operative action with
others on the many anomalous issues that
are so obvious in the world today.
A lan A lbon

The cost of police action at Stone
henge, including an overspend

THE PUBLIC
ORDER BILL

I

penalty, put £lm on Wiltshire's
rates. But the County Council
has rejected a Labour motion to
find a site for the festival to av
oid further police expenditure.

The English Heritage and NT
have been put out that publicity
is already going out for Stone
henge 86, while negotiations are
still going On. They should real
ize that the negotiations are ab
out where and when, not whether.

FORCED
CONFESSIONS.

The Home Office has now publish By psycological terror RAF pol
ed its Review of the Public Order ice forced airmen to confess to
passing secrets to enemy agents
Laws. This will give the police
the power to ban marches, re strict - at a hotel that hadn't even been
built at the time. A jury acquitt
pickets and charge people with
ed them.
riot, violent disorder and affray
(carrying prison sentences of 10
And its not even certain now that
years, 5 years and 3 years).
any
secrets
are
missing.
The
Organisers of what the police de
airmen listened to radio trans
cide are 'illegal' marches will
missions
such
as
pilots
talking
face three months imprisonment
to their controls - to notice things
and a fine of £ 1000. Just to take
like
changes
of
procedure
which
part in an illegal march could
would
indicate
new
equipment
or
lead you to be arrested and char
ged. Info: Campaign Against Pol aircraft.
ice Repression. Box CAPR. 83
These transcripts are produced by
Blackstone Rd. London N4.
by the ton and significant bits
sent to Cheltenham. The rest is
shredded. So they don’t even
know what's missing. It looks as
Ufc call oh tkc
if
wA«
evtr
to cotnc «r>d br/ruf woman wAo Im though there is continuing press
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The November deer cull in Rich-,
mond Park in London has started'.
This is in spite of warnings to
the park authorities by the ALF
that further action would be taken
againstthe animal murderers if
the cull went ahead.
There have been two further ALF
attackes on the premises of St
Marcus butchers, a shop that
deals in venison from deer slaugh
tered in the Royal Park.

3
*

Smoke from British industry.
Trees in Germany and Scandin
avia are dying because of air
pollution from Britain. More
blame is now put on nitrogenox
ide -half from car exhausts and
half from power stations - than
from sulphur dioxide from coal
burning power stations. Nitrogen
oxide combines with oxygen to
make ozone, the real culprit.
Sulphur dioxide has nothing to do
with making ozone, although it is
responsible for much damage to
buildings, lakes and soils.
To take sulphur out of coal-burn
ing power stations is going to be
expensive. Nitrogen oxide can be
reduced by lower speed limits
for lorries and cars and lownitrogen burners for power stat
ions. Both would increase the
cost of living. To maintain the
present level of technology is
going to get increasingly expens
ive.
THE GREEN GATHERING.
The Green Gathering is going
ahead, if it can find £4,000 for
the insurance. The Green Gather
ing Collective has been side track
ed and a new company formed.
The Collective is unhappy about it,
but they'll probably all go
individuals".

«V[«2 Z»KC O)KC 23KC O)KC 2»I«2 Z>)1(C 2»KC C8KC »
women don't need their govern
ments, or our charities, to tell
them what to do. They are plant
ing seedlings, guarding the new
trees, banning cattle and goats
and cutting the grass. They are
stopping the foresters cutting the
mature trees. Direct action
where it counts.

The Indian government is chopping
down the oak forests for timber
and development, leaving the top
soil to be washed away. The
Indian women are replanting
them, not for any ethical concern
about the Planet Earth, but for
self-interest. They need the for
ests for fuel. There is a despar
ate shortage of wood fore fires
throughout the Third World as
Third World governments sell off
their timber to us. We import
90% of our timber.
An Indian government report says
that a third of the land is now
barren because the soil has been
washed away after the trees have
been cut down. But the Indian

Reagan's learning process seems
finally to be beginning. He has
agreed that neither side can win
a nuclear war. If he can per
suade his more gungho advisers,
this will radically change US
policy. He also seems to have
learnt that Russians are not the
epitome of evil which he once
thought.
Gorbachev is also learning. He
is finding out that Russia's total
itarian reputation is a disadvant
age in his propaganda strategy
to wean Europe from the US. So
he will need to persuade them
with deeds.

Nicaragua
turn

The latest development in the
Nicaraguan government's camp
aign against the contras and
American plans for domination
have been the total suppression
of freedoms - the banning of
right of assembly, free speech,
free movement, free press,
right to no punishment without
trial.
A government spokesman claimed
that it was justified to "ensure
the success of our revolution."
Heard that somewhere before?

« ^KC Z3KC :>oBHOPAL.
New evidence from Bhopal shows
long term gynocological damage from
the gas disaster, abortion, still birth,
leucorrhcea. There is also a strong
fear of foetus damage. The Indian
government is keeping quiet about it.
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From a Queensland newspaper via Nimbin News.
Nimbin is the most famous small town
in Australia. Most people have heard of it,
though few know what it is like: Nimbin,
everyone knows, has something to do
with hippies and drugs and freedom.
So how can I describe what Nimbin is
like?
Nimbin is beautiful/the full moon rising
over Tuntable Valley/the ethereal glow of
rainbows on the Rocks are something to
be seen/Nimbin is rainforest and crystal
streams that foam and splash their way
down the mountains through gullies of
giant tree ferns and bangalow palms/Nimbin is precipitous peaks circling the central
massif of Mt Warning/the long narrow fin
ger of the Pinnacle, the crouching lion of
Sphinx Rocks/theTweed Escarpment, Han
ging Rock, Blue Knob, Bar Mountain, the
Needle, the Cathederal, the castle/Nimbin
is waterfalls/swaying wind-strewn ribbons
of water tliat float down from the sheer
cliffs into saucers of black water. . . .
Nunbin is also snakes and tics/in the
wet, it is mud and leeches and gumboots
and rain, rain, rain/130 inches a year at
Blue Knob and Bar Mountain.
Nimbin is a noble experiment/over 30
communes in the hills where people have
built their own homes and provide their
own water and power, grow their own
food and live in self-governing cornmunities/Tuntable Falls — 300 people, 1,800

acres/Billen Cliffs — 100 people, 900 acres/
the medium sized communities — Paradise
Valley, Bodhi Farm, Dliarmananda, Nymbyngee, Crystal, Rainbow, Kookabuna,
etc, etc, etc/Nimbin is a blow struck against
Big Brother/Nimbin is self-reliance, selfsufficiency/Niinbin is Anarchy/Nimbin is
Utopia in Australia Model One.
If a country can be said to liave a mind,
then Nimbin is the centre of our uncon
scious/Nimb in is Job’s nightmare/Niinbin
is where Australia dreams.
Nnnbin is as much desperation as inspiration/not just those who liave chosen to
drop out, but those who have been pushed
out/marginalized people crazies, 18 yearold junkies and alchoholics drift mg
through/the flotsam and jetsam of a de
caying civilization/Kings Cross’s country
estate/droogs sprawled unconscious on
the pavement outside the pub/hoincless
people sleeping out in the park/Nunbin is
being poor/Nimbin is down and out and
looking for the last resort/Nimbin is the
nightmare tliat grows round the borders
of the Dream/Niinbin is the huddled mas
ses yearning to be free.
Drugs give the town a vague, pleasant,
stoned t eeling/Nimbin never runs on time/
- it is bongs and joints and golden buds
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thick with resin/in the growing season it
is police raids/starsliip troopers storming
in, Knock! Knock! Knock! on the door/
the chop-chop-chop of Apocalypse Now
helicopters flooding the'peaceful valleys
with noise, freaking out livestock, making
the cliildren cry/Nimbin is being woken at
dawn with shotguns pointed at your
head/being hassled by cowboy cops from
Lismore with guns strapped to their
ankles/Nimbin is Fear and Loathing and
paranoia/an outlaw, wild west vibe/Nimbin is Frontierland and Tomorrowland
rolled into one/at Nimbin you embark on
your journey into inner space.
Nimbin is Cosmics clianting Ommm!!!
and magicians doing circles/Nimbin is ash
rams and workshops on Astrology, Nume
rology, Spiritual Ecology, Tai Chi/Nimbin
is hoinebirthing, rebirthing, affirmations,
transformations/Nimbin is the long days
journey into light.
Nimbin is playing music/and sitting in
front of bulldozers/protests in the rainforests/a rainbow army that has marched "
from Terania to Mt Nardi to the Franklin
to the Daintree/Nimbin is a declaration of
war on the destroyers of the Earth.
Nimbin is where the planes of reality
and unreality intersect, collapse and melt/
Nimbin is strange, passing strange, very,
very, very,very strange.
I

CAS
A thousand anarchist students
occupied the Athens polytechnic
for two days after the death of a
schoolboy shot by the police at an
anti-American demo. Although
the Students' Union cancelled a
further demo, the students,
masked, marched to Parliament
chanting anti-government and
anc anti-police slogans. (The
policeman was immediately arr
ested and charged with murder
wh ich is more than can be said
of our own dear government.)
7

US. NEEDS ITS
RAW MATERIALS

must be protected from the indigen
ous populations, with the Russians
as the excuse.
Noam Chomsky, the American
Anarchist, thinks that the United
States considers the small, weak
countries as being of the greatest
threat. If one goes communist, then
it will show the world that a non
capitalist system can work. The
Americans destabalized little
Grenada, so that it had an excuse
for the army to move in. He claims
that Nicaragua has to be destabalized
because health, literacy and land
reform programmes are working.
The American Moral Majority is try
ing to get records labelled as fit or
not for general listening. Is this the
another step in the censorship of pop
music?

Naom Chomsky, writing in 'The
Guardian' has quoted George Kennan
as saying that the raw materials in
South America, "our raw materials"
must be protected from the Russians,
Chomsky says he meant that they

The International Institute of
Social Studies in Amsterdam
finds that, after already growing
interest, requests for information
about anarchism have more than
doubled this year.

PARIS
After much police repression squats
are beginning to open in the suburbs
of Paris, "we shall try to make
social actions on many problems,
expulsion and extradition of political
refugees militants, anti-militarism,
anti-fascism, anti-racism and we
shall try to open many squats for
our activities without restraint or
control. Wealso want to set up an
international exchange upon the diff
erent trial of collective squats in the
world." Ejhomedia Paris)

TANZANIA.
Princess Anne has opened one of
Britain's biggest 'aid' projects in
Africa, a road 200 miles long,
costing £100m, built so that the
Tanzanian crops can be exported
out of Africa. But it's not working.
In both Tanzania and Uganda
where the economies are in
'chaos', the people are now grow
ing their own food again. There
is less malnutrition.

f

A
A
In an 'Aboriginal Land Rights Support Group News
letter Dr. Diane Bell writes:
In women’s rituals, the major themes of land, love
and health fuse. When women hold aloft their sacred
boards painted with maps of their country, when they
dance with their hands cupped, they state their intent
ion and responsibility to nurture country and kin.
When women rub their bodies with fat in preparation
for the application of body designs which, like the
boards, symbolically code information about sites,
dreaming and estates, when they retrace in song and
dance the travels of mythological heroes, they become
as the ancestors themselves.
There were three kinds of ceremonies; secret women’1
;
ceremonies and secret mens' ceremonies and joint
ceremonies. In the joint ceremonies men and women
showed that they were descendants of a shares spirit
ual heritage.
In the rituals associated with male initiation, an occ-;
asion when male control is said to be writ large,
women engage in key decision-making which affects
both ritual procedure and the aftermath of initiation.
While men are engaged in their initiation business at
their ceremonial ground, women are simply engaged
in ceremonies at their ground.
While mens' arrival in the New Territories may have
altered Aboriginal
’s status.
• women
■
•
* Women were disadvantaged from the outset because the male bias of
frontier society immediately relegated them to the
role of domestic worker or sex object. Men have been
able to take real political advantage of certain aspects

3ICC

of frontier society while Aboriginal women have been
seen by whites as peripheral to the political process. ‘
Women’s separateness has come to mean their exclus
ion from the white male domains whence new sources
of power and influence now flow. There was no place
within the colonial order for the independant Aborigin
al woman who, once deprived of her land, quickly be
came dependant on rations and social security.
In land claim hearings, Aboriginal women are speak
ing of their spiritual heritage, of their rights and
responsibilities. The impact is profound.
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Was it a coincidence that the Met waded in on
the anti-apartheid rally in Trafalgar Souare J
or was it planned?
-----.
.
.
squad was
The rally just
happened
A
deployed on the ground
to comefour —
j before the Queen's
days
using flying squad tech
speech outlining the new public order
niques in the middle of a
proposals. At the end of the day the
using
v ’ crowd - and —
—o truncheons.
Met notched up 144 arrests. Charges
k They used them liberally. They
were mainly for threatening words
or behaviour. Some for assault.
and
.made snatch ;arrests
-------- 4_" —
J 4they
‘u''.......went
—
Anyone who was there may well
in according to plan. Coming so
ask who used the threatening
soon after the Brass Tacks documenwords and behaviour? Who
bary on the Manchester students union
assaulted whom? The magincident we saw remarkable similarity.
istrates will accept the
The wedge carried out a second phase of
police lies. The 144
snatch arrests on the crowded steps where
convictions, or as
F people were barely able to move - with
Jk
many as they get,
Inevitable results. Arrest vans were
will be more fuel
T standing at the ready around the Square.
for the law and
The nearest subway was commandeered by
order lobby
police as a one-way exit for prisoners
.and for more
Ln the Charing Cross direction where more
police
and
arrest vans were waiting. Anyone else
demands
any
going down was hauled out by the hair as
for
one
I round to my cost when trying to follow .
even
caught on
A
arrested mate fast vanishing down the
the spot
r ’inciting’
subway in an armlock. I was thrown over A
non-compliance
barricade. .'Let's give her a run first'
will be arrest
Thanks to the wimrain who cushioned my
ed. The penalty
arrival in their midst and who volubly
Will be three months
berated the police on my behalf as I coll
imprisonment or a
ected my thoughts and bruised limbs. I
A
fine
of
up
to
£1.000.
trailed off to Cannon Street in pursuit
'Disorderly
conduct'
of the arrestee only to be told to 'F..
will become-the fashion
off’ . They were loading an unconscious
able catch-all charge much
officer into a patrol van - sirens
easier to pin on anyone and
a. At Rochester Row it was conscreaming.
more difficult to defend than
firmed tha t the riot squad - as if we
threatening words or behaviour.
didn't know - had been there. Ready for
We were asked why we allow
action. It
Z. had been a 'public order sited 'such people' on our
uation'. They’d been there to protect the
marches. A reply to any
k
such question in future
public. The police anticipated the Police
k.
may be sufficient to
Act durin r the miners strike. They anticipat
A
convict under the
ed the new public order regulations at the rall'j
new regulations. If
Static demos and marches can be banned at pres
this is not a
ent if there is a risk of ’serious public disorder
police state In future they can be banned if the police think
then what is
they are likely to cause disruption to traffic cr
it? We have
to the public or if they cause ’harassment’or
to
protect
’intimidation’. No doubt the anti- apartheid
ourselves
rally will be conveniently quoted as having done
from
just that altho’ any 'public' other than demon
the
strators must have been well away from the Square
police.
As for protecting the public - anyone who .feels
indebted to the riot squad after this show of
'protection' 'Should forward their grateful
mort
thanks to the Met c/o Supercooper - particularly
power.
as he confirmed that these same officers are
The
indeed community policemen all back on the beat
police
next day - they just happen to be versatile.
escalated
Clearly, orders from above were to go in, make
the situatio
snatch arrests, clear the South Africa House
when they
area and contain the crowd for as long as neccould have, diff
sary. In other words, harass the demonstra
used it by backing
tors. Was the intention to spark off a riot?
out. They left us
in no doubt that
Under the new regulations any rally organ
they’d gone in to deal
iser failing to comply with police re
with it as a riot. Policy
quirements will be liable to prosecution
on the spot, when asked
written and designed by
what was going on said'We
getting the rioters out..'
Ann Archy of Colchester
jo
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THE STtWiWGE FREE
was. unr£W$ Caroler tWtfeeks bd^ih^st^^W®*
year, the la
estival wl^^Su’o^l^-^iinitely’tfe-'’’ ta^fcW, wiOfe result WWhundr’^pnle
They
in occup$$$f the StoW^..,
•feirie weeks bef$±&:being evict^d';-:'At the time it
^O^Sv^^gan with the
th of what
racted much atleftiion and for a long while Wally
known as the 'hippy' movement in the sixties, early
in the media every day. telling his ideas and their
seventies with festivals such as Woodstock in America reasons for being there. At the time they became
and Glastonbury in Britain. The ideas behind many of thequite a celebrity, loved by many ordinary people.
free festivals were anarchic, that within the small
From here they retreated to Windsor, attracting tens
space of the festival site people could live freely
of thousands. Outraged that these weirdoes still had
without the restrictions of the outside world, and it
n’t got the message, the boys in blue were sent in
was up to those attending to 'get it together' to pro
again to give everyone another good kicking. But
vide for eachothers' needs and care for eachother.
nevertheless the rebels had won, the tradition had
been set for a yearly free festival.
Needless to say, our jailers would not have this, and
things came to a head in 1970 when the authorities
If the authorities couldn't stop the festival, they had
decided they would get the message across to these
to get their revenge somehow. So just before Stone
long-haired rebels that they'd better obey or be beat henge 2.Wally Hope was arrested and after a period
en. So in the early hours of the morning of the Wind in psychiatric hospital being injected with modecate,
sor Free Festival the 'boot boys in blue’ were sent
he
was
released,
like
a
vegetable
and
died
soon
after
in. About 500 people formed a circle in the middle of
of
an
overdose,
murdered
by
the
State.
He
had
to
be
the site and the lads waded in. Just as on June 1st
got rid of, not only because he was such a rebel, but
1985, they hit out horrifically, punching children and
he was due to inherit a large sum of money with
whatever was in their wav: a pregnant woman was
which
he
would
have
set
up
a
large
commune,
which
kicked in the belly, forcing her to abort.
might have had quite an effect, then and today.
After that, free festivals disappeared for a while,
Nevertheless
the
Stonehenge
Free
Festival
continued
until 1974 with the arrival of the first Stonehenge
for
11
years.
After
the
1979
festival
the
original
festival. It was the inspiration of one person, known
'Peace Convoy was set up, travelling around spread
to most as Wally Hope. He regarded it as sacred to
ing
the
words
of
love
and
peace.
the people, who had been robbed of it by the govern
ment. He managed to get it announced on Radio
Then it was 1985 - the crunch year I If the festival
•••••_• -• -• •

r.

disintegrating, relationships are being ruined.
Alcohol, heroin, cocaine and glue are dangerous
addictive drugs and ought to be illegal. Heroin
abuse is insane. Stop heroin.
Dice George.

By the entrance of the illegal 1984 Stonehengs
Free Festival was an overturned burntout wreck
of a car, and painted on it in big white letters
’EX SMACK DEALERS CAR’. Propaganda which
has done more to stop heroin than all the efforts
of the police, doctors, politicians and copstars.
Inside the festival convoy hippies punks
anarchists angels and mutants were selling

INA DOUBLE-SPEAK SYSTEM where multinational
drug corporations are given licence to push baby
deforming drugs without a suggestion of Drugs Sqtad
investigations, cannabis repression marks a pinnacle
of legislative hypocracy.
Last year in Great Britain twenty thousand people
were arrested for cannabis offences. Many thousands
more were brutally searched when their houses were
invaded in SAS style raids.
Since unbiased medical research has quietly announ
ced that cannabis is safer than alcohol, government
propaganda on the precise effects of cannabis has
been replaced by a deafening silence. Cannabis has
become a media non-topic, the subject of censorship.
Books about cannabis are prosecuted under the ob
scene publications act, and only as a triumph for law
and order when a ’trafficer’ bites the dust and the
audience, kept ignorant of the truth, is encouraged to
cheer like the Roman mob, does the issue come alive
on TV.

cannabis, speed, coke, acid and booze. But exper
ience had shown that junkies have no honour, they
steal from children, they are intolerable. So
heroin was banned, and an angry smack dealer
with a shotgun was arrested by cops.
Children in cities towns and villages are ’chasing
the dragon', 'its only skag', they dont understand
that its impure heroin, medicinally almost as
dangerous as alchohol and glue. They see that
that cannabis is prohibited whilst alcohol, that
dangerous addictive drug, is advertised and sold
almost everywhere.
Liberal politicians whisper; they don't want to
scare the tabloid-educated public which equates
cannabis with drugs like heroin. Every society
uses recreational drugs; it is drug abuse which
must be controlled. People are dying, families are
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<fe$tival. Under^tRediadt^t-.^R. it would then be l$g:$:
Needless t<j’;:&$£ the autK8^^<dp not want peci$$;:
an anar<$$.$ife style for^$^#ft.C?f the yfl$g:
:0*lone being$^:to do it legally-^^: used :#>:
■ffi'ei'r full powdiM&prevent it. fences/’C'd’df'i’ injunct
ions, hoards of police, army reserve, the lot. And
no one ever really doubted that the state was breaking
its own laws.
Very few people would try to pretend that the festival
‘ is an anarchic utopia. Indeed it has gone greatly
downhill in recent years. There has been the emerg
ence of people coming to Stonehenge just to make
money. There never used to be any drug dealers. It
was strictly bring your own. There were loads of
hamburger and hot dog stalls there last year. In the
past some of the Hell’s Angels have caused havoc,
they've raped women, ridden over tents with people
in them and tried to take over much of the trade. But
despite all this there is something there which .
makes it worth preserving, relevant to the struggle
for a free world.
The people I met while I was with the convoy for a
month are often forgotten by many anarchists. Many
would not call themselves anarchists. However
anarchy was the way they lived. To most it seemed a
sane, natural way to live, without leaders or rules;
whatever needed to be done you got together and did
fl I
I
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Camouflaged by misleading propaganda as victories in
in the phoney war against marijuana, these glorificat
ions of repression, masquerading as news items, are
not only designed to intimidate viewers engaged in
harmless cannabis use, but serve politicians' and
public’s bloodthirsty appetite for bogeymen and scape
goats while obscuring the reality.
Subjected to American bribery and blackmail, Third
World counties which have grown marijuana as ind
igenous to their culture for centuries without social
fall-out associated with alcohol use in Western cul
ture, have been forced,to adopt draconian penalties
and undertake ecologically disastrous defoliation
schemes using the dioxin-based chemicals which re
duced a tenth of Vietnam to conditions where nothing
grows except human and vegetable deformaties.
Seeing the situation through the eyes of a Third
World peasant, it’s as though America were bribing
the British military to engage in chemical warfare
in the hop fields of Kent, close pubs and shoot drink
ers. Recently in Singapore, where marijuana grows
wild, a married couple were executed for possession
of a mere fourteen ounces, the equivalent of one
plant, two sad statistics in a mounting global death
count which will encompass millions eventually, all
victims of senseless, immoral and unjust laws,
based on ignorance, prejudice, financial interest and
. political cynicism. Backed by a bureaucracy of drug
'experts' - police, doctors, psychiatrists etc, who
owe their job-security to perpetuating drug myths,
the wheels of repression grind on. Beyond the govern
ment functionaries and politicians making personal

• •

ruling Classes, our own greed. They oppress hippies,
syndicalists, libertarians alike, we are all a threat to
them. We must cast off the labels they give us and
come together’. Of course we have'differences of op
inion over many'things; we have to settle these once
and for all to achieve our common goal. Freedom
lovers have a choice - unite or be stamped on.
Stonehenge ’86 musthappen or we will lose the Stones
and maybe free festivals as well. Start to organise
now, and publicise, raise money for the festival and
those whose homes were trashed. Try and arrange
facilities for the festival - make it happen!
Stonehenge, social security Cuts, new police powers,
they're trying to close down the few avenues of free
dom we have left. Act NOW.
Mike Stand.
*'v? 'if ■
Source: Traditional Radical Paper, Stonehenge,
2 Blenheim Crescent, London. Wl.
Info Stonehenge '86: Polytantric. c/o 99.Torriano
Avenue, London. NW5.
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and political capital from the repressions are the
alcohol and drpg companies, heavy backers of capit
alism, who have a financial interest in ensuring mar
ijuana is not legalised and is eliminated as competit
ion. The alcohol companies know that cannabis has the
potential to replace alcohol as the West’s leading
recreational drug (as it still is in much of the Third
World) and the drug companies know that cannabis
alleviates many of the stresses for which they .dis
pense billions of pills (asparin being more dangerous
than cannabis according to medical research).
In order to maintain and expand the multinationals'
dangerous drug monopoly, a monstrous apparatus of
global policing has been created with all-seeing Satellite eyes orbitting in space, armoured helicopters
sweeping above ground and legalised thugs perform
ing the midnight knock - the modern-day equivalent of
the Inquisition where advocacy of marijuana is heresy.
Enshrined by unjust drug laws and misleading propa
ganda, an all-embracing, all-intrusive means of sel
ective population control for the multnational fiefs of
a corporate world is now in place. Mankind has enter
ed a new dark age of technological repression, a com
puterised nightmare of social engineering disguised
by microchip baubles, where the phoney war against
the imaginary threat of the so-called drugs menace is
the spurious justification for a militarised police state
which protects nothing except the profits of multinat
ional drug pushers.

THEV SAV THEIR GOD IS ALLPOWERFUL. SO HE COULD HAVE AADC
US PERFECT. IASTEAD HE /HADE
US SIAfUL, KAOUJIAG, BEIAG ALLKAOVUIAG, U/E U/OULD ROAST IA
HIS HELL.* BUT THEV’RE AOT STUPID
If they could terrorise everyone into bel
ieving in an After-Life - spent in Hell they could con them into obeying ’God”s
laws. Moses can go up the mountain, have
a little chat with God and then say, ”10%
of all you own is holy and is the Lord’s
and you give it over to the Chief Priest. ”
(who just happens to be his cousin) Oh
Bountiful God who takes the wealth fro'**
the poor and gives it to the rich: And if
you want to pay in cash, you add another
5%. (Leviticus. 29.) Oh righteous God.
Once you’ve got the^ to obey the law, you
can take them to the cleaners. The land

is God’s and the king holds it in trust, and
can give it out to his buddies in return
for their support. That is how land be 
came privately owned. You then screw
the peasant tenants for everything they've
got (this side of starvation. They can’t
produce if they're dead,) bio wonder Mrs.
Thatcher goes to church.

* The Christian answer is that God had
His son crucified and that if you believe
that (and pay your taxes) you'll go to

Heaven. If you believe that you’ll believe
anything. You'd have thought that this
all-powerful, everloving god could have
come up with some less blood-thirsty idea
than that. And he could have saved him
self all the bother by making us perfect
in the first place.

I

"What is Property?" Property is theft.
'WHAT IS PROPERTY?" was the title of a pam
phlet by Pierre-Joseph Proudhon which appeared
m 1840. On the first page of the pamphlet he gave
a precise answer to the question. He said. "Prop
erty is theft." This was to become or.e of the most
effective slogans of the 19th century. It also made
its author, thirty one years old at the time, famous
throughout Europe.
Proudhon was born near Besancon in France, and
his family was of peasant origin, his father being a
local innkeeper, his mother a domestic servant.
He began work in a printing office and had little
formal education. Largely self-taught, he even
learnt Greek and Hebrew while proof-reading rel
igious books. In his attitude to life Proudhon always remained something of a peasant, though he
was not opposed to industry as such. He had won
a scholarship to Paris, awarded by the Academy
of Besancon. and "What is Property?" is dedicated
to members of the Academy. Given its revolution
ary content they weren’t pleasedl
The publication of the work and Proudhon’s subse
quent prosecution however brought him consider
able fame in radical circles, and Proudhon was to
spend the rest of his life earning a precarious
living as a journalist. He was imprisoned for sev
eral years because of his outspoken radicalism,
and died in 1865.
'What is property?" is essentially a. moral critique
of capitalism. Proudhon takes the ideas of the
'English' political economists like Adam Smith and
Ricardo, and follows up their social implications.
If. as these economists argued, the value of a com
modity was largely determined by the amount of
labour used in its production, then the real produc
ers were the working people. Thus what is taken by
the capitalists - those who own the capital or prop
erty such as machines and factories - as profits is
surplus value over and above that paid to the work
ers as wages. The ’exchange' between wages and a
persons labour is not therefore equal and just - it
mvolves hidden exploitation. The capitalist approproat.es what rightfully belongs to the worker. The
profits - and the rent of the landowners - repres
ents therefore a theft from the worker.Proudhon wasn't the first to see the socialist imp
lications of the labour theory of value - Karl Marx
was to 'rediscover' it years later - but he was the
first to outline a critique of capitalism that had
passion and substance. Marx himself - only twenty
two at the time - thought 'What is Property?" a
"penetrating work". But Marx had no time for
moral assessments of what for him were "economic facts", and he had the idea that the collapse of
capitalism was inevitable anyway. It would be re

placed by some form of communism. He felt that
this was happening. It is also clear that what he
meant bv•y communism was some form of state
capitalism, at least in the initial stages.
Now Proudhon was a very unsystematic thinker.
His writings, though indicating wide learning, are
rambling and discursive and full of contradictions.
This is partly due to being self-taught: but he also
deliberately eschewed the desire to build theoret
ical 'systems'. I am just a truth-seeker, he said,
concerned only to understand "why there is so
much sorrow and misery in society". George
Woodcock rightly described him as a "man of par
adox". Proudhon did not have Marx's sense of
history. But he had a much more profound sense
of justice, and his instincts were entirely libert
arian.
This meant that Proudhon was not only critical of
capitalism (property) but also of communism. The
idea that the community or state would be the sole
proprietor or capitalist filled him with alarm. It
would only lead, he felt, to slavery and oppress 
ion.r It would involve the violation of the sovereignty of the individual. Communism could have only
one meaning: a restriction of human freedom, of
thought and action.
Proudhon therefore advocated a third alternative
which he called mutualism. It involved the organ
isation of a peoples' bank where independent pro
ducers could obtain credit at administrative cost,
and the advocacy of a decentralised system of
administration based on federal principles. Al
though he suggested a kind of barter system,
Proudhon did not advocate a return to a peasant
economy. But rather he argued for a society that
would consist of a federation of producers, both
industrial and agricultural, in which the workers
themselves would have control over the means
of production.
Proudhon wrote many other important studies.
Unfortunately these are not available in English,
although Marx's critique of one of them still gets
published, as "The Poverty of Philosophy". This
critique has some substance, but it is full of abuse
and misrepresentations, and completely fails to
appreciate the originality of Proudhon's writings.
Marx often abused those from whom he learnt
most.
Proudhon was the first writer to describe him or
herself as an anarchist. He shares with Godwin the
credit for having outlined the basic tenets of an
archist thought, a rejection of capitalism, the
state and authoritarian socialism.

Brian Morris.

The first of a series on the pattern of economic imperialism.
The pattern of economic imperialism is the rip-off
of the periphery by laws made at the core. The
village is ripped-off by the town, the town by the
city, the colonies by the metropolis, the Third
World by the Developed World. All power corrupts,
all lawmakers become corrupted and pass laws
which benefit their immediate circle at the core at
the expense of the periphery.
After the peasants had been conned by religion to
accept blind obedience to the law, their crops were
taken from them by the Elite in taxation. The ob
ject of taxation is to take from the poor to give to
the rich. The priests were the first tax-collectors.
They operated the first protection racket whereby
they invented an after-life where you suffered ever*
lasting torment if you didn’t obey God's laws. But
if you paid over money to them you could go to
heaven, which they also invented, an ingenious con
which couldn't be uncovered until you were dead
by which time it was too late to know that you'd
been had.
The peasants on the periphery were forced to prod
uce a surplus which was stored at the core in the
palaces, the garrisons, the abbeys and the castes.
Therefore the poorest peasants with least land
were forced to go where,the surplus was kept to
earn back by labour the food which had been taken
from them. Thus did law. taxation, first create
poverty.
There are other ways too of extracting a surplus.
"A central institution may demand tribute, levy ass
essments, mobilise labour, decree consumption
standards etc. And in a similar vein one of the most
common of all means of surplus accumulation has
been the power of arms to plunder and secure booty
Corvee, boon days, tithes, censuses, tax farming,
auction, markets by decree, these are some of the
pa raphe rnalia of surplus mobilisation." (Pearson).
A surplus is never created voluntarily. (Crops
stored away for the seven lean years is not a
surplus.)
Thus towns and cities grew up round these castles
and abbeys. They have no mdependent economic
validity. They are places where artisans and
middle classes earn their food and warmth by mak
ing baubles and providing services for the elite,
food provided by the peasants. It is the food, not
the baubles which creates the jobs. Manufacturing
does not create wealth (ie. buying power, ie. jobs)
Jobs are only created by surplus food. Towns and
cities are simply where that surplus food is
available. The food, taken from the peasants by
the elite ’trickes down’to the middle classes and
some of that trickles down to the artisans. The
food never trickles on back down to the peasants.
If a king goes away and the surplus is no longer
••
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brought to the city, then the city dies. In 1570
Akbat the Great built a city at Fatehpur Sikri.
Fourteen years later he left, taking the surplus
with him. So the people had to leave too. All that
was left was an elegant skeleton of a beautiful sand
stone city. "The private dwellings and shops dec
ayed and disappeared: the wall, mosque, mint,
treasury, caravansary, palaces and other public
places remained: no industry has since come
near." (Galbraith).
London is said to be the capital and a great port
because of its geographical advantages. For a
thousand years since William the Conqueror Lon
don has prospered. But a thousand years before
that the geographical advantages of London were
irrevelant to the Romans. They put their capital
at Colchester in spite of the large trade through
London to Rome. The Anglo-Saxons were even
less impressed. The wealth went to Winchester,
or Wallingford, or Canterbury, or York, whereever the kings took their surplus, and they never
took it to London. London became a village.
A town can also be created by a natural resource
surplus. But if the surplus runs out. the town dies.
In America they discovered oil and towns grew
by the wells. "At its peak Pithole had 10, 000 inhab
itants, eight hotels, two telegraph offices, a theatre,
a daily newspaper." Then the oil ran out. The town
had no other validity. It died. "It lived for 500 ’
days.... there is no sign of the main street, the
theatre or the churches." (Sampson).
It is the periphery which is paying for the building
of the cities by their supply of food to pay the urb
an workers. The core infrastructure costs are
paid for by the periphery. If the urban workers are
taxed to feed the sewer builders, they are handing
over a proportion of food which has come from the
peasants. The peasants are still creating the jobs.
The city creates no jobs in itself.
A British village on the periphery today with 200
wage-earners pays 50% taxes, enough to create
100 jobs. Only one of those jobs is placed in the
village, the school teacher. The rest are transfer
red to the core. London and the South East.
At the internation level of the pattern the Third
World is handing over its natural resouces. food,
fuel and raw materia Is. to create jobs at the core,
the developed world. The crops are taken as tax
ation. "Direct taxation in Nigeria, nearly all
from rural producers . yielded 38% of all revenue'.’
(Davidson)And they pay nearly all indirect taxation
too. That is the reason for the bulgeing Thirl
World cities, hunger caused by taxation, which is
taxen and spent at the core.
"Of a gross one million pounds a year earned by
Kenyan Africans in registered employment direct
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and indirect taxes for the sample period 1920-23
annually subtracted £7 50, 000; only a quarter of
their earnings remained to the earners." (Davidson)
That is the reason for tie bulging third world cities,,
hunger caused by taxation which is taken and spent
at the core.
The periphery is never entirely ecstatic about these
arrangements and usually objects, violently The
teeth aFthese objections are. removedby disarming
the periphery The core establishes its monopoly
of arms. It also uses the religions, and education,
to persuade the periphery that the core has the
divine right to rule, and be obeyed blindly.
Just in case the periphery does not find these
arguemeits totally convincing, the law-makers
invent asystem called Justice whereby the law
makers' judges enforce the taxation, the theft, on
pain of punishment. "Of all the seignaurial rights
over people, justice was the one which would most
readily permit lords to relieve workers of the
mone. y that they managed to earn. ”(Duby)

for fun, dancing, anarchic polit
ical awareness and the ultimate^
experience. And, yes, another 1
brilliant cover by Cliff Harper 1
with good portraits of the band,l
past and presenL^

The elite makes a pretence to justice by allowing
for appeal against conviction. But that Appeal is
heard before the lawmakers judges at the core,
highly paid by the lawmakers. And the judges know
which side their bread is buttered. Final Appeal at
the core is the keystone which holds together the
edifice of tyranny, corruption and exploitation.
Final appeal to those very exploiting lords.
To strengthen their usurpation of authority the elite
present themselves as superior beings, more
intelligent, more honest. They call themselves
noble-The Nobility , or the best-The Aristocracy.
They enforce their values, their particular dialect
becomes ’correct’ pronunciation: their way of
spelling, however silly, is enforced by education,
their cultural values, their artists, are lauded in
their schools. The object of education and culture
is to reinforce the 'superiority ’ of the
lawmakers.

Richard Hunt

I ’Rum, Sodomy and the lash.’ The
[ Pogues. Stiff Records.
| This anarchic-sounding, Irish- ■
origin band doesn't run out of ■
ideas or energy (they keep going 1
| on booze). This record grows on]
you like a 'pair of brown eyes’,■
with Cait taking on lead vocals ■
on ’I’m a man you don't meet ■
| every day.' and an instrumental®
| complete with yells, ’Wild cats I
of Kilkenny’ and finally an altern^
ative ’Waltzing Matilda'. Well !
I worth a listen. We will no doubt ■
be hearing more from them on I
record and at the fairs and fest-|
ivals next year. (The Poguesfl|
i used to be called ’Pogue Mahone’
which is Gaelic for 'kiss my|fl|
arse'). For obvious reasons they
shortened their name.flflfl

J

In America farmers grow more grain per acre and
soya bean crops than any others in the world. This is
due to the high technology machinery used in its pro
duction and the grain crops being saturated with fert
ilizer. In thinking that the American (and to some
extent British) food system is efficient, we would be
totally wrong. In fact the USA.food production uses
9 times as much energy than it produces, making it
the most inefficient system of agriculture that has
ever existed.
This is
’his’ eating habits. Every true red-blooded American
expects to sicken and become anaemic unless he gets
his steak and roasts from prime or choice beef. Beef
requires over 10 calories of input energy to each
■
calorie of beef produced and prime
meat requires 20
times as much input energy. What a waste of resour
ces. To feed India (a predominantly vegetarian count
ry) at the US. level of 3000 calories a day (instead of
their present 1500) would require more energy than
India currently uses for all purposes (heating, light
ing, transport etc.).

ic than that organically grown. I think it is about time
we stopped looking at the food we eat strictly in a
moral and/or health way, as the ecology and economy
behind our food is just as, if not more, important.
Krozz.

Travellers

There are many different nationalities of travellers
in Great Britain today, and each band have originated
under different circumstances and they cannot help
what they are.
The Irish travellers are people who were evicted from
their homes in Ireland during the penal times from
1700 up to the 18 hundreds when the penal laws were
enforced to pay high rents on small holdings of land
that weren’t able to support them. When they weren’t
able to pay, they were kicked out onto the roads. They
made their livings by fixing items and became known
as tinkers.
Travellers today are all over Britain, but they get
moved on from place to place by the Law, and no
body wants them. Irish gipsies would like to have
permanent sites to pull in and pull off whenever they
please and just to be lect in peace to live and enjoy
To feed the entire world with an American diet, over themselves.
80% of the world annual energy expenditure would have
to be used. There would not be enough energy left to Mr. O’Smith.
keep warm, let alone operating any kind of transport
system. And whilst we eat like this, millions of peo Mr O’Smith also told GA that even when sites are
available, the English travellers get them, not the
ple are starving.
Irish
What can-we do?. There’s the obvious things like giv
ing up meat. But the biggest waste of energy is the
use of the family car to go to the supermarket, non
sensical packaging (McDonalds etc), refrigerating
Timperly Village Anarchist Magazine. (TVAM)
food, exhibiting it in flash supermarkets etc. Food
grown with chemical fertilizer works out less econom« From Manchester, a mainline, ’A’ grssroots paper,
a provocative ’Class War’ presentation, but with
humour and style. From TVAM. c/o Raven. Room 6,
■MSBCOEHEMlSKfWAMT WWs.Nt
75Piccadilly, Manchester.Ml 2BU.
& CONSCIENTIOUS TO
HE
WTOPCCP
SOWTWl
OWCCTb
POESHTWAHTTO
BOMBS,,
HWINJMI
Kill•f
TO SOCIETY.
’Broken Chains’. A thoughtful mag from Canterbury,
prepared to include differing views. A bit more ’art
IB!
work’ would give it a lift. From 20 Uplands, St Steph
ens Hill, Canterbury.

NEW MAGS.
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' ’Defenders of the Lie'. Slave
Dance, on a Plague Circuit Event!
(PCE1) Dist. by Backs - Cartel. 1
Pay no more than £3.49. (for youij
copy tel. Dave on 01 - 7 88-4084)^fl

I've never come across this band J
before but they've been together ®
for l| years and are based in Lon^
don, done a lot of gigs for the squat
ters and anarchist movement. This
album needs more than one play toj
get into the style. In places they^
have a similar sound to Bahaus fl
but with the true anarchis sound ®
and lyrics, (you can actually hear!
the lyrics unlike some bands) ?fl
Worth listening to if you can W
afford it. If you're involved in a!
group that needs a benefit, give ’
them a ring. They'll be interest-

’So Long Trouble’. Akimbo.
Forward Sounds.
A 5 track 12’ singl^ron^hii^fl
talented duo. Musically vibrant !
and politically fucking hot. An- ’
other great band can show us how
it should be done. Definitely buy
this one or listen to it cos if you’
re not hooked after your first
hearing, then there is something
wrong. The tracks include ’The
Machine’ about apartheid and
Africa and ’GG Blues about a one
parent family

Marcus.

'Do Not Go' and 'After a Dream'
Jane Gregory, a 7" single on
Exitstenc il. DS S
Produced by Penny Rimbaud and
some really unusual artwork by
G. What are Crass up to, I hear?
Well, these two beautiful pieces
of classical music and love songs
in true traditional style by Jane
are more than interesting. Read
ing the lyrics on the back of the
cover, they are quite sad and
very moving^^^^^^^j^JZ

CONFLICT.’The Battle Contin
ues.’ Morterhate Records. 99p.

■ I thought Conflict's last single I
I was the best they could ever pro-l
duce, but 1 was wrong. The batt- ]
le does indeed continue. Conflict
I are, as usual, fast and noisy, but
I somehow they are improving
4
musically. The words this time I
are clearer in the mix, due to
good production. The only critic
ism I can make is the price, 99p,
quite a bit dearer than the last fl
single which was 49p. Stillj^^M
could be worse.

V 5

’Act of Love (fifty songs to my
other self)’. Eve Libertine^^g

•'''

I

’Songs of Praise’. Poison Girls.l
Xntrix Records. Don't pay any l
more than £4. 49.
This is the best since the band 1
reformed (new line-up). Although
this album’s been around a while,
it's more than worthy of a review.
It's lively, fast-moving, lyrically j
and musically fantasmagorically !
brilliant; it's also danceable. A ®
poetry/statement introduction byl
Vi and then into 'Voodoo Pappa-®
dollar^a' song of hate and jeal-fl
ousy, followed by a love song,
’Hot for Love’. As for ’Riot in fl
my Mind’, it speaks for itself, fl
’’There’s a riot in my mind but ■
the streets are quiet”. 'Feeling®
the Pinch', a song for the miners
is disturbing and moving; ’Despa
rate Days’ is more than an anti
war song. 'Real Woman' was re
recorded on Int.Woman's Day,
more than a celebation. The re
mainder of the tracks will be
familiar if you have seen the ifl
band gigging. If not, you’d better,

■

Produced by Paul E llis/Penn^^l
Rimbaud, artwork by G. and is ini
loving memory of Wally Hope. 50
poems written by Penny between
the years ’68 - '73, and he says
'songs to my other self, a self that
exists untouched and beyond the
social conditioning that gave me a
name, an identity and a finite
space in time.' These poems are®
set to various themes of classical
music and Eve’s variable styles
of singing from chants, screams,
quietly sung and spoken. It needs
to be played a few times to appre
ciate this style, skill and flair ob
tained in this way. G’s artwork on
the cover and in the booklet (that >’
comes with the record) is fantastic,
the poems are beautiful, philosoplrical and cover the simple st things /
unite. isten and decide for your-j
self. ’I’ve seen so many dreams
washed away in tears; now, dry 4.
eyed, do I see any clearer?"
Penny RimbaucL^^^^^^^fl|fl
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CHUMBAWUMBA ’Revolution’.
Agit _ prop Recordg^—gL^O^^^^
I This is their first single whichfl
has been long-awaited. It comes®
I complete with an 8 page booklet ■
which has some very good cont- 1
ent. The record itself is brilli- 1
ant, is much better than what a lot
of other anarcho bands are offer
ing. It is well produced, clear
and melodic. The only other thing
I can say about it is ’buy iy beCxi use after 30 years of the samej
old shit from the rock n' roll 1
business, this is an alternative.!
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He points out that the gerontoc
racy in which old men sit on
top of a caste system having
lost the powers of youth and
gained the cunning of age, a
caste system in which women
have been a lower class in the
lower classes. The patriarch
al family which affirms the
social base of hierarchic soci
ety has replaced the communalised structure of pre-literate
societies.
In the book the notable erupt
ions against growing dominat
ion are recalled. The book
ends: ’’Civilisation as we know
it today is more mute than the
nature for which it professes
to speak and more blind than
the elemental forces it prof
esses to control. Indeed ’civil
isation’ lives in hatred of the
world around it and in grim
hatred of itself. Its gutted cit
ies, wasted lands, poisoned air
and water, and mean-spirited
greed constitute a daily indict
ment of its odious morality. A
world so demeaned may well
be beyond redemption, at least
within the terms of its own in
stitutional and ethical frame
work. The flames of Ragnarok
purified the world of the Norse
men. The flames that threaten
to engulf our planet may leave
it hopelessly hostile to life - a
dead witness to cosmic failiure. If only because this plan
et’s history, including its
human history, has been so full
of promise, hope and creativity,
it deserves a better fate than
what seems to confront it in
the years ahead.°(Murray
Bookchin. p366)
Alan Albon.

Reel PG
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HAZEL NUT PIE.
SPECIAL MEALS.
Filling. Ingredients.
2 teaspoons oil,
1 onion
8 oz green pepper, courgettes
or brussels.
4oz ground hazelnuts,
4oz ground brazil nuts,
4oz breadcrumbs,
1 tsp. rosemary,
1 tsp. marjoram.
1 tbsp shoyu,
2 tbsp tahini,
| pt stock.
Fry onions and vegetables with

herbs to soften. Turn heat off.
Add nuts and breadcrumbs and
stock. Season to taste with
shoyu, salt and pepper. Leave
to cool and make pastry.
Pastry. Ingredients.
12 oz wholewheat flour,
pinch of salt,
4 oz solid vegetable fat,
4 fl.oz water,
extra boiling water.
Method: Preheat oven to Gas 7.
425 degrees F. Put flour and
salt with baking powder and
mix. Melt fat gently in a pan
with water to bring to a bubbl
ing boil. Pour this over the
flour and mix. Stir with a
wooden spoon then knead the
dough to incorporate the flour.
Use | to line the base and sides
of the loose bottom tin. Put in
the filling and use the left-over
pastry to cover the pie. Seal
edges by crimping together.
Make a hole for steam to es
cape. Decorate with excess
pastry. Bake for 20minutes in
a hot oven then turn down to
Gas 5, 375 dgrees F. for a
further hour to an hour and 10
minutes. Serve hot or cold.

MINCE PIES.

Veagan- sugar-free.
Whole wheat pastry.
Mincemeat:
2 oz eating apple.
2 oz gound almonds
2oz currants,
2 oz raisons,
2 oz sultanas,
| teaspoon mixed cake spice.
| teaspoon nutmeg,
orange juice,
brandy/rum optional.
Mix dried fruits and apple to gethar. Add spices, almonds
and enough juice and booze
to make a. soft mixture.
Use as mincemeat filling
in a pie or tarts.
CASHEWNUT CREAM.
8oz cashew pieces,
| pint water,
sweetner; maple syrup
or honey.
Grind cashews in a
liquidiser to fine
powder. Add water
and sweetner.
Blend.
Caroline ,
Bradbury.

FESTIVE CAKE,
(sugar free and vegan)
Ingredients:
8 oz dates,
4-6 tbsp water,
6oz soft margarine
4 tbsp tahini,
6 oz wholewheat flour,
2 teaspoons baking powder,
1 teaspoon mixed cake spice,
3 oz ground almonds
gated rind and juice of 1 lemon,
8oz currants,
8oz raisons,
8oz sultanas
2 oz flaked almonds,
2 tbsp brandy.
Put dates into saucepan with
water. Heat and soften. Cool.
Oven at Gas 2, 150 degrees C,
300 degrees F. Line an 8" cake
tin with 2 layers greased
grease-proof paper and tie a
piece of brown paper or 2 or 3
sheets of newspaper round out 
side of tin.
Beat marg, and dates til
creamy. Add tahini, sift in
flour and spice and beat. Add
everything except brandy.
Cook 4|-5 hours. Cool and then
prick holes and pour in brandy
(it helps preserve the cake I).
Decorate with marzipan.
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must involve ALL exploited
sections of society.
1 think ’awkward basic issues’
should be raised constantly,
!
Without
debate
our
movement
h
^^To suggest that the working
S^is
dead.
class in the industrialised
countries will not take any rev- ^^A revolutionary anarchist.
OK. Here's a point by point
olutionary initiative is untrue.
reply to the "Class Struggle The material comfort provided ^^^Onc^valid criticism frequently
Theory and Tactics" article in
/Sy to French workers from the exissue no. 8.
//a ploitation of the Third World
The British people need not de //A, did not prevent them from takpend on the peasants of the
levelled at green anarchism
ing just such an initiative in
Third World for their necess
-- ■** 1968. Thn
surrounds its lack of coherent
The ovnlnfir>n
exploitation nf
of the
ities. There is probably enough
revolutionary strategy. On the
Third World figured prominentarable land in Britain for the
frother hand, those usually makly in the politics of the revolutcountry to become self-suffic
ing that criticism (ie, the class
— ionary movement, and in any
ient. At the moment the Third
stugglists) have been correctly
- case, the alienation which comm
World is exploited by northern
berated for their lack of attent
<odity society produces convinc countries like Britain because
ion vis-a-vis ecology, animal
yy ed the workers that it must be
it is more profitable for the
rights etc. Therefore it has
overthrown.
capitalists to run things that
been refreshing recently to
jK^Even if the British working
way rather than develope our
j — class were to be
oe satisiiea
satisfied witn
with /ft read articles in GA on anarchoself-sufficiency and because
y^/this material comfort, the pres- 'J I syndicalism and articles in
commodity society produces so
-cent crisis in tha capitalist sysi papers like Class War on ecol
much consumer crap that we
tem, which can less and less aff-> ogy and animal rights: all of
don’t actually need. In an an
which have combined tt help
'/ ord to give it to them, will eventarchist world resources would
break down the silly factional
./ ually bring them into confrontatbe shared on a basis of co-op
ion with the system which will '// ism that has characterised con
eration and mutual aid. Only
temporary anarchism.
have great revolutionary potent
when the working class of the
However, one piece in the last
ial. The miners' strike is an
industrialized north has control
issue of GA stated that "any
indication of this process.
of its economies can this relat
revolutionaries will be found
It is untrue to state that "any
ionship be brought about. The
among the unemployed, not at
revolutionaries will be found
working class of countries like
the workplace". By this assert
amongst the unemployed, not at'
Britain has to depend on the
ion, a person, say, working in
/^v/f.the workplace" The revolutionexploitation of the Third World ^///aries amongst the unemployed
some boring repetitive job in
because it is trapped into a cap
an unhygenic environment with
* are just as much of a minority
italistic economic system
long hours, dictatorial bosses,
as they are amongst the employ-/
(which it must help to destroy).
shit pay etc, could not possib
ged. Ultimately it will be confront*
ly be revolutionary. This is
ation with the system that will
The British working class is
■ clearly not the case. The fact
create revolutionaries (inner
not the exploiter of the Third
is not that the workers are not
World. The British ruling class
-city unemployed, miners etc.).
revolutionary, but that the
is the exploiter of the Third
Our propaganda should aim to
means of protest presently av
World and the British working
foment revolution amongst all
ailable to them are totally bur
class gains materially from
sections of the exploited.
eaucratic, middle class-domin
this relationship of exploitation.
I do not give a shit about hair-1
ated, divisive, comprising, and
Just as workers within Britain
dos. I quite like brown rice. I
totally geared towards parlia
live in differing degrees of com
think the way we live our lives
mentary power for the Labour
fort, so do they internationally.
" in the here and now is import
Party. It is interesting to see
The system survives by creat 
ant.
the same sort of watering
ing different levels, and so div
World pollution and resource
down of militancy within the
iding the exploited. Economic
depletion will not be stopped
ANC in South Africa.As anar
exploitation in Britain no longer
until a revolution involving the
chists we must not adopt this
rests upon the basis of land, but
industrial working class takes
holier-than-thou stance, but
place. Only when we have con
upon that of the control of the
point out the ineffectuality of
trol of industry, can we stop
means of production. All those
the unions CND etc, and offer
who hre exploited by the inter
producing crap that we don't
alternative strategies for work
need, and fit the technology
national capitalist system, on
ers control of industry. Yes
(which will cut down pollution. I
whatever basis, must take part
we all know there’s a lot of re
stress that whatever we chose
in its destruction. For the des
actionary shit spouted by work
to do with our industry, even
truction of the system to take
ing class people (both employdismantle it, we cannot do it
place, Third World revolution
IV ed and unemployed)) but we
until we have control over it. It
need not take place before a
must accept that a revolution
is true that the basic revolut
British revolution. Neither
needs majority consent, and it
ionary potential lies at the
must a British revolution take
is those involved in production
point of production for that is
place before a Third World
of the things we need that will
the pivot of power in a develop
revolution. One will speed the
. play a prominent part in this.
ed capitalist state. Nevertheother and both must be support
41 So, to quote an old ’Class War’
less, any genuine revolution
ed.
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title, "get out oLyour
ghettoes", and break down the
barriers of communication that
have so far limited the dissem
ination of anarchist ideals to a
minority. (I certainly wasn’t
born with a ringed 'A' on my
arse, were you?). Work sucks
man but until we control indus
try (and not the bosses,) we
cannot talk seriously about a
leisure society, so quit copp
ing. out _and_£ret off
and communicate and agitate.
Yours affectionately,
TVAM, Room 6, 75 Piccadilly,
Manchester. M12BU.
Dear friends,
I read your statement on the
’Class Struggle with interest.
However, I have a minor point
of disagreement with the part of
the statement which said we must
expect and support a Third World.
V, World revolution before a British;
revolution.
In the last two decades there have
have been numerous strugggles
which much of the left has consid
ered to be the beginning of the
revolution. Unfortunately the
sort of regimes produced have
contained nothing for libertar
ians to be pleased about.
My feeling is that changes start
ing in the Third World are only
likely to produce regimes based
on nationalism/state capitalism
^without social change of a radic
es al nature happening in the First
World. To put it simply, the diff
iculties in the form of huge econ
omic problems/threats of inter
vention by various powers, seem
to preclude libertarian forms of
; organisation surviving without
'the help of radical change over
J he re.
I From this it would seem that
I change over here is the best
hope for desireable change in
j the Third World.
,Best Wishes, D. Dane.
i9. Squires Court, Abingdon Road,
’ London. N3.
I

Lt.L
and throw out leaders.
Dave. Stratford-on -Avon.

Dear GA.
.... Love the magazine a lot will get round to writing some
thing for at some point. The
"Class Struggle" statement is
excellent. Pity you lost the
yellow and green cover - is it
worth the few pence saved on
printing to lose something so
attractive and distinctive, I
wonder.
Take care. Love in resistance,
Laura Biding. 2, Mount Horton
Terrace, Nottingham.

Seeing the white cover of the
last issue, someone said, "
"When a cover changes like that
there's either been a coup and a
change of ideology, or you've
run out of money, or there's
been a fuck-up." It was a fuck- •
up. The printer couldn’t get the
yellow paper.
\
We get lots of nice letters
which we're far too modest to
print. But we can’t resist this
one:
Dear GA.
... .1 usually pick ’Green
Anarchist' up on Animal Lib
demos and now I’m stuck on it’.
/ It seems to say all the things
that really matter. GA is more
than a mag, it's a way of life’..'
Mick Clifton. Rugeley.
IA11 \ \ \ \\ >\\\VW ll\ \ WM. \
Dear GA,
Greenham is alive, well and in
excellent spitit. Women are not
going to give up until the miss
iles go. Local support provides
hot meals at the 4 camps every
night and new and old faces
make regular visits. Orange
Gate is like going home to me always a friendly smile accomp
anying a hot cup of tea and info
on latest actions. So much
goes on that nobody hears ab
out - all part of the plot to
pretend it's all over. Look to
the papers on Dec. 15th. ... to
see what women say to that.
Lots of love, Liz. Talbot Hse.
New Road. Crickhowell, Powys.^xy
PS. Anarchists all. Even, one
supposes, the Christians for
they follow Jesus who was un
doubtedly a true anarchist,
ci i ~
I
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'A practical model for Anarch
ists. ' Lecture by Stu Stuart. 8pm
Mary Ward Centre, 42. Queens
Sq. London WC1.
7. March against Union Carbide.
10.30 Cabom Corner, Sheffield.
13. 'A' Social. Mary Ward Cent.
14. 'Widening the Web' Bring a
woman who hasn't been before to
Greenham,for demo.
14-21. Anarchist week in Reading.
Contact. Acorn Bookshop, 17
17. Chatam St. Reading.
21. Benefit gig for Anti-apartheid.
'Open Door', 'Hoover Juniors’,
'The Particles'. Groundwell
Farm, Swindon. £ 1. 50.
21. Youth Lib March.2.30.White
Pavilion, Goose Fair, Nottingh'm
21. 'Stop Oxford Street'. London.

10. 'Anarchism in the Anti-war
movement in the 1st World War'
Ken Weller. 8pm. Mary Wa,rd.
11. 'Stop the City'. Birmingham.
12.00. St. Philips Cathedral.
25.'March against Police Repress
ion '. 12. noon. London Fie Ids. E 8.

6. CND Molesworth Blockade.
7. 'An Anarchic Life'.Barbara
Smoker. Mary Ward Centre.
14. Lecture by Tony Gibson.
Mary Ward Centre.
4 ■
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14. ’Anarchism and the Informal
Economy'. Lecture by Colin
Ward at the Mary Ward Centre.

1986
Chicago Anarchists are planning
a world-wide gathering of Anarch
ists from April 30th- May 4th.
Info: 'Impossible Books' Box 102
1200 W. Fullerton, Chicago, IL.
60614. USA.
1987.
The Portuguese Libertarians
plan to organise an International
Conference of Studies on Tech
nology and Freedom. Info:
'Aldeia’, Apartado3122,
Lisboa Codex. Portugal.

